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The prognosis of many patients with chemotherapy-refractory or
multiply relapsed CD30+ non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL) or
Hodgkin lymphoma (HL) still remains poor, and novel therapeutic

approaches are warranted to address this unmet clinical need. In light of
this consideration, we designed and pre-clinically validated a chimeric
antigen receptor (CAR) construct characterized by a novel anti-CD30 sin-
gle-chain variable-fragment cassette, linked to CD3ζ by the signaling
domains of two co-stimulatory molecules, namely CD28.4-1BB or
CD28.OX40. We found that CAR.CD30 T cells exhibit remarkable
cytolytic activity in vitro against both HL and NHL cell lines, with sus-
tained proliferation and pro-inflammatory cytokine production, even
after multiple and sequential lymphoma-cell challenges. CAR.CD30 T
cells also demonstrated anti-lymphoma activity in two in vivo xenograft
immune-deficient mouse models of metastatic HL and NHL. We
observed that administration of CAR.CD30 T cells, incorporating the
CD28.OX40 co-stimulatory domains and manufactured in the presence
of interleukin 7 and interleukin 15, were associated with the best overall
survival in the treated mice, along with establishment of a long-term
immunological memory able to protect mice from further tumor re-chal-
lenge. Our data indicate that, in the context of in vivo systemic metastatic
xenograft mouse models, the co-stimulatory machinery of CD28.OX40
is crucial for improving persistence, in vivo expansion and proliferation of
CAR.CD30 T cells upon tumor encounter. The CD28.OX40 co-stimula-
tory combination is ultimately responsible for the anti-tumor efficacy of
the approach, paving the way to translate this therapeutic strategy into
clinical use for patients with CD30+ HL and NHL.
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ABSTRACT

Introduction

Use of chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cells is a new promising approach of
adoptive cancer cell immunotherapy, combining antigen recognition by a mono-
clonal antibody with the effector function of T cells.1 CAR T cells directed against
CD19 have been shown to induce sustained complete responses in patients with
relapsed/refractory B-cell non-Hodgkin (NHL) lymphomas, particularly diffuse



large B-cell lymphoma.2,3 However, alternative targets are
needed for other types of lymphoma lacking CD19
expression, including diseases such as classical Hodgkin
lymphoma (HL), anaplastic large-cell lymphoma and other
T-cell lymphomas.
Although most patients with HL or NHL are cured with

first-line therapies, a relevant proportion of them have
primary refractory disease or experience relapse after ini-
tial response to treatment.4 The standard of care for
patients who relapse after first-line treatment is intensive
chemotherapy followed, in responders, by autologous
stem cell transplantation. Although autologous transplan-
tation offers the potential to cure about half of patients,
the prognosis of subjects relapsing after the autograft or
not eligible for transplantation is poor.5 Novel therapies
are, therefore, desirable for patients with relapsed/refrac-
tory lymphoma.
Despite biological differences, HL and NHL have

proven to be good targets for immunotherapy: indeed,
both occur in the immune-rich lymphoid tissues and are
easily accessible to antibody- and cell-based immunother-
apy.5 Moreover, CD30, a cell-membrane protein belong-
ing to the tumor-necrosis-factor receptor superfamily 8,
can be found on the cell-surface of both HL and selected
NHL including anaplastic large-cell lymphoma, diffuse
large B-cell lymphoma, primary mediastinal B-cell lym-
phoma,6 peripheral T-cell lymphoma,7 and adult T-cell
leukemia/lymphoma,8 as well as in rare solid tumors,9
including embryonal carcinomas10 and seminomas.11 Its
restricted expression on a subset of normal, activated T
and B cells12,13 renders CD30 an excellent candidate for
immune-based therapies, with a low risk of off-tumor,
on-target toxicity. 
CD30 has been extensively explored as a target for anti-

body-based therapy. The most remarkable results have
been achieved with brentuximab-vedotin, an antibody-
drug conjugate directed against CD30, shown to be well
tolerated and associated with relevant activity in HL and
anaplastic large-cell lymphoma.14 Although brentuximab-
vedotin appears to induce excellent responses.15,16 this
antibody-drug conjugate is also associated with adverse
events leading to treatment discontinuation in a signifi-
cant proportion of patients.17 To overcome the challenges
presented by antibody-based therapy, namely limited
response durability and reduced tumor penetration.18
CAR T cells have been explored. 
Immunotherapeutic approaches with CAR targeting

CD30 have shown efficacy in preclinical models,19,20 and
these results have been translated into the clinic in two
trials based on second-generation CD30.CAR T cells,
including either CD28 or 4-1BB co-stimulatory
domains.21,22 The clinical efficacy of these second-genera-
tion CD30.CAR T cells was, however, suboptimal, as
inconsistent responses were observed, most patients hav-
ing either stable disease after multiple CAR T-cell infu-
sions, or no response at all. Overall, lymph nodes showed
better responses than extranodal lesions and CAR T cells
did not persist longer than 60 days after infusion.
Notably, two studies with CD30.CAR T cells supported
several other clinical observations in different settings,23,24
showing a correlation between CAR T-cell persistence
and patients’ outcome. We therefore sought to optimize
the CAR.CD30 T-cell approach by using a novel single-
chain variable fragment (scFv), as well as a novel third-
generation construct. 

We demonstrate that, with our CAR.CD30 T-cell
approach, the use of the novel scFv, the combination of
the co-stimulatory molecules CD28 and OX40, as well as
a production process based on the addition of interleukin
7 (IL7) and interleukin 15 (IL15), are all relevant to drive
high in vivo proliferation/expansion, long-term persistence
and establishment of the immunological memory neces-
sary to control lymphoma recurrence. 

Methods 

Generation of retroviral vectors and transduction
method of T cells
The scFv for CAR.CD30 molecules is derived from the AC10

monoclonal antibody.25 The details of the constructs are provided
in Figure 1A, Online Supplementary Figure S1A, Online
Supplementary Materials and Online Supplementary Table S1, which
report the amino-acid sequences for all the construct components.
Retroviral supernatant was generated in 293T-cells19,26,27 and quan-
tified using a Retro-X™ qRT-PCR Titration Kit (Takara) to be used
at 109 retrovirus-copies/0.5x106 T cells. The supernatant was used
to transduce primary T cells derived from peripheral blood
mononuclear cells of healthy donors (Ethical Committee approval
n. 969/2015 protocol n. 669LB). More details on transduction are
provided in the Online Supplementary Materials.

Phenotypic analysis 
The following monoclonal antibodies were used: CD3, CD4,

CD8, CD45RA, CD45RO, CD62L, CD223, CD274, CD279, and
TIM3 (BD Pharmigen, USA). The expression of CAR.CD30 on T
cells was evaluated using anti-CD34 antibody (R&D, USA) or
the Pierce Recombinant Biotinylated Protein L.28 (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, USA). The gating strategy is reported in Online
Supplementary Figure S2.

In vitro anti-lymphoma activity
CAR T-cell cytotoxicity was evaluated using a 51Cr-release

assay.20 For co-culture experiments, T cells and lymphoma-cell
lines (Ethical Committee approval n. 652/2018 protocol n. GR-
2016-02364546), were plated for 7 days, and residual tumor ana-
lyzed by fluorescent activated cell sorting (FACS). For “stressed”
co-cultures, tumor cells were added on days 0, 5, 10, 15 and 20
at an effector:target (E:T) ratio of 1:1. The residual tumor cells
and persisting T cells were analyzed by FACS 5 days after each
tumor addition.

Cytokine analysis 
Supernatant collected from 24 h co-culture experiments was

analyzed by an enzyme-linked lectin assay (ELLA) (R&D
System). 

In vivo experiments
In vivo experiments were approved by the Italian Health

Ministry (n. 88/2016-PR). Specifically, 6-week old NSG
(NOD.Cg-Prkdcscid Il2rgtm1Wjl/SzJ; from Charles River) mice
were engrafted intravenously (i.v.) with 0.2x106 CD30+

Karpas299-eGFP-FFLuc (NHL model) or 2x106 CD30+ L428-
eGFP-FFLuc (HL model). After tumor engraftment, mice received
an i.v. injection of effector T cells (10x106/mouse). Tumor
growth was evaluated using an IVIS imaging system (Perkin
Elmer, USA).27 For tumor re-challenge, mice of the NHL model
surviving until day +140, were infused i.v. with 0.2x106

Karpas299-eGFP-FFLuc cells. Mice were followed for an addi-
tional 110 days, without effector T-cell administration. 
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Figure 1. CAR.CD30 T cells with
CD28.OX40 or CD28.4-1BB co-
stimulation exhibit similar trans-
duction levels and in vitro prolifer-
ation upon cytokine stimulation.
(A) Diagram of the expression cas-
sette of two third-generation
CAR.CD30. The single-chain vari-
able fragment (scFv) of CD30 was
cloned in frame with CD8aTM,
CD28 cytoplasmic moiety, and a
second co-stimulatory domain
represented by either 4-1BB or
OX40, as well as the signaling
domain CD3-zeta chain (ζ). As a
trackable marker, we added a
peptide derived from human
CD34 (DCD34). A safety switch,
namely inducible caspase-9
(iCasp9), was also included in the
vector constructs. (B) Flow-cytom-
etry analyses in a representative
donor showing chimeric antigen
receptor (CAR) expression by
detection of membrane CD34 in
non-transduced (NT) T cells (nega-
tive control; left panel), T cells
genetically modified with
CAR.CD30.ΔCD34.28.4.1BB.ζ
(28.4.1BB.ζ; middle panel) and T
cells genetically modified with
CAR.CD30.ΔCD34.CD28.OX40.ζ
(28.OX40.ζ; right panel). (C) Flow-
cytometry analyses in a represen-
tative donor showing CAR expres-
sion using L protein to detect the
scFv in NT T cells (negative con-
trol; left panel), T cells genetically
modified with 28.4.1BB.ζ (middle
panel) and T cells genetically
modified with 28.OX40.ζ (right
panel). (D) Percentage of CAR+

CD3+ T cells during the time
course of prolonged in vitro cul-
ture (day +5 white bars; day +15
gray bars; day +30 black bars), in
NT, 28.4.1BB.ζ and 28.OX40.ζ
grown in interleukin (IL)2 or in
IL7/IL15. (E, F) Fold expansion of
NT (empty circle), 28.4.1BB.ζ
(gray circle) and 28.OX40.ζ (black
circle) grown in IL2 (E) or IL7/IL15
(F) (dotted lines). Data from seven
healthy donors are expressed as
average ± standard deviation.
*P≤0.05; **P≤0.01;
***P≤0.001. Circled asterisks
refer to the difference between
the T-cell populations grown in IL2
or in IL7/IL15.
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Results 

Characterization of CAR.CD30 T-cell in vitro activity
CAR.CD30 molecules, either second-generation or

third-generation (II-CAR or III-CAR), did not induce any
proliferative changes in genetically modified T cells as
compared to control non-transduced (NT) T cells (Online
Supplementary Figure S1B). Moreover, regardless of the
high level of CAR expression, detected with either anti-
CD34 (Figure 1B) or protein L (Figure 1C, Online
Supplementary Figure S1C), in vitro co-culture experiments
showed that II-CAR.CD30.4-1BB was characterized by
the worst anti-tumor activity compared to all the other
configurations (Online Supplementary Figure S3A and B).
The II-CAR.CD30.CD28 exerts a similar anti-lymphoma
activity as the III-CAR also including the OX40 co-stimu-
latory domain; however, at a very low E:T ratio (1:8 effec-
tor T cells vs. L428 target cells), we observed that only the
III-CAR showed significant anti-lymphoma activity com-
pared to NT T cells (Online Supplementary Figure S3B).
Moreover, we observed a superior trend, although not
statistically significant, of a higher percentage of CAR+ T
cells (Online Supplementary Figure S1D) and interferon-γ
production upon CD30+ tumor encounter (Online
Supplementary Figure S3C and D) in
CAR.CD30.CD28.OX40 T cells with respect to II-CAR.
Considering these data, together with the clinical evi-
dence of the unsatisfactory outcome of patients receiving
II-CAR.CD30 therapy,21,22 we continued our study focus-
ing on III-CAR.CD30. 

CAR.CD30 T cells did not exert fratricidal activity
The percentage of CD30+ T cells is high after in vitro

stimulation, but then declines over time, with no signifi-
cant difference between NT and CAR.CD30 T cells
(Online Supplementary Figure S4A), indicating that
CAR.CD30 T cells do not exert fratricidal activity.
Moreover, CAR.CD30 T cells did not proliferate when
stimulated by irradiated autologous activated T/CAR
cells (Online Supplementary Figure S4B). Notably, mean flu-
orescence intensity (MFI) of CD30 in lymphoma cells was
significantly higher with respect to activated T cells
(Online Supplementary Figure S4C).

Characterization of third-generation CAR.CD30 T cells
in extended ex vivo culture
We sought to verify whether different culture conditions

could influence the percentage of total CAR+ T cells during
standard and prolonged in vitro ex vivo expansion (day 30)
to stress the system. CAR.CD30 T cells expanded in IL2
showed a significant reduction of CAR during extended in
vitro culture (Figure 1D). The percentage of
CAR.CD30.CD28.4-1BB decreased from 76.09% ± 9.80%
(day +5) to 49.20% ± 13.35 (day +15, P=0.002), and to
55.93% ± 18.09% after long-term culture (day +30,
P=0.027 with respect to day +5). Similar results were also
observed for CAR.CD30.CD28.OX40 T cells: 87.27% ±
5.07% (day +5), 65.15% ± 10.92% (day +15, P=0.003); and
73.05% ± 6.41% (day +30, P=0.009 compared to day +5).
Moreover, IL7/IL15, compared to the IL2 condition, signif-
icantly improved the total percentage of CAR+ T cells at
day +15 (a standard time for CAR T-cell manufacturing);
76.84% ± 5.45% CAR.CD30.CD28.OX40 and 66.44% ±
10.95% CAR.CD30.CD28.4-1BB; P=0.004 and P=0.02,
respectively).

While CAR.CD30 T cells did not show a significant
proliferative advantage over NT T cells (Figure 1E and F),
IL7/IL15 improved the expansion rate compared to IL2
(Online Supplementary Figure S5A-C), without any pre-
dominant T-cell receptor Vβ family selection (Online
Supplementary Figure S6A and B). Independently of the co-
stimulatory combination used, we did not observe a sig-
nificant difference in the suicide gene inducible caspase 9
(iCasp9) activity, either in vitro (Online Supplementary
Figure S7A) or in vivo (Online Supplementary Figure S7B-E).
Details are provided in the Online Supplementary Results.

CAR.CD30.CD28.OX40 T cells exert a superior 
in vitro anti-lymphoma activity compared to
CAR.CD30.CD28.4-1BB T cells 
Both types of III-CAR.CD30 T cells significantly lysed

the Karpas-299 NHL cell line (Figure 2A), as well as two
HL cell lines (namely, HDML-2 and L428) (Figure 2B and
C, respectively). Cytotoxicity was specific, since negligi-
ble lysis was observed against CD30-negative BV173 cells
(Figure 2D). The anti-lymphoma activity was also con-
firmed in a 7-day co-culture assay (Figure 2E-G).
Interestingly, at a very low E:T ratio, the anti-tumor

activity of CAR.CD30.CD28.OX40 was superior to that
exerted by CAR.CD30.CD28.4-1BB T cells:  E:T ratio 1:8
T cells:Karpas-299 cells; P=0.03 (Figure 2E) and E:T ratios
1:16 and 1:32 T cells:HDML2 cells; P=0.03 and P=0.01,
respectively (Figure 2F). The enhanced activity of
CAR.CD30.CD28.OX40 T cells compared to that of
CAR.CD30.CD28.4-1BB T cells was also demonstrated
considering IFNγ production upon stimulation by Karpas-
299 cells (Figure 2H) and HDML2 cells (Figure 2I).
However, IFNγ production was comparable when we
used the cell line L428 as the target (Figure 2J). 

Long-term tumor control and CAR.CD30 T-cell
selection in a “stressed” co-culture model
To evaluate the lytic potential of CAR.CD30 T cells, we

“stressed” the co-culture conditions by re-challenging
Karpas-299 cells every 5 days (Figure 3A). At each time-
point, we evaluated the percentage of residual tumor,
CAR expression and its relative MFI, the relative produc-
tion of IFNγ, TNFα, IL2 and IL10 (24 h after each tumor
re-challenge), the CD4+/CD8+ distribution and the mem-
ory/exhaustion profile.
Both types of III-CAR.CD30 T cells exhibited high

tumor control even after multiple exposures to Karpas-
299. Although we did not observe significant differences
in the in vitro anti-tumor activity between constructs,
CAR.CD30.CD28.4-1BB T cells showed high intra-donor
variability in terms of tumor elimination. By contrast,
CAR.CD30.CD28.OX40 T cells were endowed with
more stable and predictable lymphoma recognition and
killing (residual tumor cells at day +20: 8.6% ± 5.3% for
28.OX40.ζ and 27.9% ± 29.5% for 28.4-1BB.ζ T cells)
(Figure 3B). Interestingly, while the percentage of CAR+

cells increased after the first tumor encounter, subsequent
tumor re-challenging negatively affected the percentage
of residual CAR.CD30.CD28.4-1BB T cells in the in vitro
culture (93.8% ± 2.7% at day +5 and 63.0% ± 32.30% at
day +20; P=0.041) (Figure 3C); by contrast, the percentage
of CAR.CD30.CD28.OX40 T cells remained stable over
time (Figure 3C). This phenomenon led to a significant
difference of CAR+ cells at day +20 between the two
types of CAR T cells (P=0.043) (Figure 3C).
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Similarly, the higher CAR MFI observed since day 0 in
CAR.CD30.CD28.OX40 T cells compared to
CAR.CD30.CD28.4-1BB T cells was retained stably over
time during “stressed” co-culture experiments (Figure
3D). 
Furthermore, CAR.CD30.CD28.OX40 T cells showed a

significantly higher activation profile over time after
tumor exposure compared to CAR.CD30.CD28.4-1BB T
cells, in terms of cytokine production (Figure 3E-G), with
a lower level of IL10 (produced by Karpas-299 cells, as
shown by the red bar in Figure 3H.

Dynamic evolution of memory and exhaustion profiles
in response to cytokine or tumor stimulation in
CAR.CD30 T cells
At day +15 after transduction, most expanded CAR T

cells cultured with IL2 had an effector memory (EM)
phenotype (Figure 4A), with no substantial differences
observed when compared with NT T cells. IL7/IL15 sig-
nificantly reduced the central memory (CM) compart-
ment, in favor of EM and effector terminal (EMRA) cells
in both CAR.CD30. Interestingly, the “stressed” co-cul-
ture significantly changed the profile of CAR T cells.

After 5 days of co-culture the naïve compartment
decreased rapidly from 26.1% ± 13.0% to 2.6% ± 1.3%
for 28.OX40.ζ (P=0.029) and from 30.1% ± 16.5% to
4.0% ± 3.0% for 28.4-1BB.ζ T cells (P=0.034). Tumor-cell
encounter significantly modulated CAR T-cell subsets,
while the profile of NT T cells compared to day 0
remained stable. In particular, the naïve subset was sig-
nificantly reduced in both CAR T-cell types, whereas the
CM subset increased from day 0 to day +20 (see Figure
4B). 
We sought to evaluate the exhaustion profile modula-

tion of CAR T cells after tumor challenge. Although no
difference was recorded at day 0 (Figure 4C), we
observed a significant upregulation of LAG3, TIM3, and
PD-1 receptors after the first tumor-cell exposure, with
CAR.CD30.CD28.OX40 T cells showing higher expres-
sion of TIM3 over time compared to
CAR.CD30.CD28.4-1BB cells. Nevertheless, TIM3 was
also significantly upregulated in NT T cells upon tumor
exposure (Figure 4D). Interestingly, no differences were
observed between III-CAR-T-cell types in terms of per-
centage of exhausted cells with triple positivity for
LAG3/TIM3/PD-1 (Figure 4D). 

A new promising CAR.CD30 T-cell therapy for CD30+ lymphoma. 
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Figure 2. 28.OX40.ζ CAR T cells exert more efficient lymphoma control compared to 28.4-1BB.ζ CAR T cells at low effector:target ratios. (A-D) In vitro 51Cr cytotoxic
assay to evaluate cytolytic activity of non-transduced (NT) T cells (empty circle), 28.4-1BB.ζ T cells (gray circle) and 28.OX40.ζ T cells (black circle), on CD30+ lym-
phoma cell lines, namely Karpas-299 (A), HDML-2 (B) and L428 (C) cells, as well as on the CD30– leukemia cell line BV173 (D). (E-G) The long-term 7-day co-culture
assay was performed at decreasing effector:target ratios, from 1:1 to 1:32. In particular, 28.4-1BB.ζ (gray bars), 28.OX40.ζ (black bars) and NT (white bar) T cells
were co-cultured with CD30+ Karpas-299 (E), HDML-2 (F) and L428 (G) cell lines. (H-J) Interferon-gamma (IFN-γ) production after 24 h of co-culture was measured.
Data from seven healthy donors are expressed as average ± standard deviation. *P≤0.05; **P≤0.01; ***P≤0.001 and ****P≤0.0001. 
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Figure 3. Long-term tumor control and CAR.CD30 T-cell selection in the “stressed” co-culture in vitro assay model. (A) The panel shows the experimental design of
the “stressed” co-culture. (B) Residual CD30+ tumor cells were quantified during the “stressed” co-culture after addition of tumor cells every 5 days. Data are shown
for day +5 (white bars), day +10 (light gray bars), day +15 (dark gray bars) and day +20 (black bars). (C) The percentage of CAR+ T cells was quantified during the
“stressed” co-culture. Data are shown for day 0 (dotted bars, referring to the percentage of CAR+ T cells before the first addition of tumor cells), day +5 (white bars),
day +10 (light gray bars), day +15 (dark gray bars) and day +20 (black bars). (D) Mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) analysis of CAR expression on 28.4-1BB.ζ T cells
(gray bars) and 28.OX40.ζ T cells (black bars). (E) Interferon (IFN)-γ, (F) tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α, (G) interleukin (IL)-2 and (H) IL-10 production was analyzed in
supernatants collected 24 h after addition of tumor cells to the culture. Data from seven healthy donors are expressed as average ± standard deviation. *P≤0.05;
**P≤0.01; ***P≤0.001 and ****P≤0.0001. Circled asterisks refer to the difference between 28.OX40.ζ and 28.4-1BB.ζ T cells.
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Figure 4. Memory and exhaustion profiles in CAR.CD30
T cells. (A) Non-transduced (NT; white bars), 28.4.1BB.ζ
(light gray bars) or 28.OX40.ζ (dark gray bars) T cells,
expanded in interleukin (IL)2 or IL7/IL15 cytokines were
analyzed by flow-cytometry at day +15 of in vitro culture
to establish the percentage of naïve, central memory
(CM), effector memory (EM) and effector terminal
(EMRA) CD3+ cell subsets. (B) Analysis of naïve (white
bars), CM (light gray bars), EM (dark gray bars) and
EMRA (black bars) CD3+ cell subsets in the long-term
“stressed” co-culture for NT (left panel), 28.4-1BB.ζ
(middle panel) and 28.OX40.ζ (right panel) T cells. (C)
NT (white bars), 28.4.1BB.ζ (light gray bars) or
28.OX40.ζ (dark gray bars) T cells expanded in IL2 or
IL7/IL15 cytokines were analyzed to assess their
exhaustion profile by the expression of the three mark-
ers PD1, LAG3 and TIM3. (D) Analysis of the exhaustion
profile in NT (left panel), 28.4.1BB.ζ (middle panel) and
28.OX40.ζ (right panel) T cells during the long-term
“stressed” co-culture assay at day 0 (white dotted bars),
Time I:  day +5 (white bars), time II: day +10 (light gray
bars), time III: day +15 (dark gray bars) and time IV: day
+20 (black bars). Data from four healthy donors are
expressed as average ± standard deviation. *P<0.05;
**P<0.001. Circled asterisks refer to the difference
between the T-cell population grown in IL2 or in
IL7/IL15.
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Dynamic evolution of the CD4/CD8 ratio in response
to cytokine or tumor stimulation of CAR.CD30 T cells
We also evaluated the dynamic evolution of CD4+ and

CD8+ T cells during prolonged in vitro culture in the pres-
ence of either cytokine stimulation (days +5, +15 and +30
after transduction) or exposure to tumor cells. As shown
by CFSE analysis, we observed that CD8+ T cells had a
proliferative advantage compared to CD4+ T cells,
whether stimulated with IL2 (Figure 5A) or IL7/IL15
(Figure 5B). This observation correlated with the evidence
that, during prolonged in vitro culture, in the presence of
cytokine stimulation, the CAR.CD30 T-cell population
was significantly enriched for CD8+ cells (Figure 5C and
D). Indeed, irrespectively of cytokine usage (IL2 or
IL7/IL15) or choice of co-stimulatory domains (28.OX40
vs. 28.4-1BB), CD4+ T-cell percentage decreased over time
up to day +30 of culture, compared with the percentage
on day +5. Notably, the CD4+/CD8+ T-cell ratio remained
stable over time when CAR.CD30 T cells were exposed to
sequential re-challenge with Karpas-299 (Figure 5E and F),
suggesting that repeated tumor stimulation induces equal
expansion of CD4 and CD8 CAR+ T cells. 

Evaluation of the efficacy of CAR.CD30 T-cells in a
mouse model of Hodgkin lymphoma
We next assessed whether the choice of the co-stimula-

tory combination or cytokines used during in vitro expan-
sion might influence the in vivo activity of CAR.CD30 T
cells against L428 cells (Figure 6A). Bioluminescence in
HL-tumor-bearing mice, treated with NT T cells, rapidly
increased up to 5 log in less than 50 days (Figure 6B and
C) and mice either died or were sacrificed due to poor
conditions. Macroscopic analysis of sacrificed mice
showed large tumor masses located preferentially in the
liver. HL-tumor-bearing mice treated with 28.4-1BB.ζ
(IL2) survived on average significantly longer (79 ± 10
days) compared with mice treated with NT (IL2) (Figure
6D; 52 ± 9 days, P=0.008). The use of IL7/IL15 did not
improve the anti-tumor effect of 28.4-1BB.ζ, in terms of
both bioluminescence signal (Figure 6B and C) and overall
survival (Figure 6D). The median survival of HL-tumor-
bearing mice treated with 28.OX40.ζ (IL2) was signifi-
cantly better than that of mice treated with either NT
(IL2) (P=0.009) or 28.4-1BB.ζ (IL2) (P=0.008). Notably, the
best outcome was observed in mice given 28.OX40.ζ T
cells grown in the presence of IL7/IL15, as three out of
five mice were still alive at the experimental end-point of
day +165 (Figure 6D).
Although mice treated with NT T cells showed a signif-

icant increase in human circulating CD45+CD3+ cells with
a peak evaluated at day +56 (Figure 6E), we did not
observe any tumor control. Only in mice given
28.OX40.ζ T cells did we observe a long-lasting persist-
ence of circulating CAR T cells up to day +130 (Figure 6F).
The percentage of circulating 28.OX40.ζ T cells (Figure
6F) remained stable during the first 100 days. On day
+165, we found residual circulating T cells in only two
out of four treated mice (0.06% ± 0.02%) although all
four mice were cured at this time. In these two mice, cir-
culating CAR.CD30 T cells were equally distributed
between CD4+ and CD8+, as CM and EM (Online
Supplementary Figure S8). These data further confirmed in
vitro results about the superiority of IL7/IL15 over IL2 in
expanding CAR T cells. Moreover, 28.4-1BB.ζ T cells
showed only slight in vivo expansion and persistence

(Figure 6F). We also correlated the kinetics of tumor
growth (bioluminescence) and CAR T-cell expansion,
observing that mice receiving 28.OX40.ζ T cells showed
a significant reduction of tumor burden concomitant with
the CD3+ peak (Online Supplementary Figure S9A and B).
By contrast, in mice treated with 28.41BB.ζ, the kinetics
of circulating T cells (CD45+CD3+), as well as of CAR+ T
cells, did not correlate with bioluminescence signaling
(Online Supplementary Figure S9C and D).

Evaluation of persistence and establishment of 
long-term immunological memory in the re-challenged
mouse model of non-Hodgkin lymphoma
We then evaluated in vivo efficacy, persistence and estab-

lishment of long-term memory of CAR.CD30 T cells
(IL7/IL15) in a Karpas-299 xenograft model with tumor re-
challenge (Figure 7A). While tumor bioluminescence in the
group treated with NT T cells progressively increased up
to 5 log in less than 40 days (Figure 7B and C), in mice
receiving 28.OX40.ζ T cells we observed significant tumor
control (P=0.0075) as measured by reduction of the biolu-
minescence signal. The median survival of mice treated
with NT T cells was 45.5 days, while 30% of mice given
28.4-1BB.ζ and 60% of mice given 28.OX40.ζ experienced
long-term tumor control (Figure 7D). In particular, the
median survival of mice treated with 28.4-1BB.ζ was 58
days (P=0.05), and undetermined for mice given
28.OX40.ζ (P=0.0002) (Figure 7D).  
After 140 days, cured mice were re-challenged i.v. with

Karpas-299 cells, and followed for an additional 100 days.
Bioluminescence analysis showed rapid progression of the
tumor in control mice (CTR mice), as well as in 28.4-
1BB.ζ-treated mice. In contrast, in 28.OX40.ζ-treated
mice, after an initial expansion of the tumor for the first 40
days, at day +100 (at day +240 overall), four of six mice
were tumor-free, which translated into a statistically sig-
nificant survival benefit (Figure 7D). To confirm the estab-
lishment of long-term immunological memory, we ana-
lyzed circulating CD45+CD3+ human cells over time in
treated mice. We observed significantly greater expansion
of circulating T cells in the first week after effector T-cell
infusion in mice treated with 28.OX40.ζ CAR T cells
(2.49% ± 1.03%) (Figure 7E) compared to mice given 28.4-
1BB.ζ CAR T cells (0.27% ± 0.11%; P<0.001) or NT T cells
(0.35% ± 0.07%; P=0.005). 
Interestingly, at day +132 (before the second infusion of

tumor cells), the number of circulating CAR T cells was
negligible in all cohorts. Forty days after tumor re-challenge
(day +180), we observed a significant and impressive
expansion of circulating human CD45+CD3+ cells in mice
treated with 28.OX40.ζ T cells (Figure 7E) compared to that
in mice receiving 28.4-1BB.ζ T cells. After re-expansion,
CD3+ cells were significantly enriched in 28.OX40.ζ CAR+

T cells (Figure 7F, Online Supplementary Figure S10A-H). This
enrichment was tumor-specific, since the complete eradica-
tion of the second tumor infusion was associated with a
simultaneous decline of circulating 28.OX40.ζ T cells to an
undetectable percentage, as measured at day +221 (Figure
7E, Online Supplementary Figure S10A-H). 
Finally, while human CAR.CD30 T cells were found to

infiltrate tumor (Online Supplementary Figure S11A) inde-
pendently of the co-stimulatory combination present in
the CAR construct, the infiltration observed in 28.OX40.ζ
(IL7/15) T-cell-treated mice was greater than that in all
other conditions  (Online Supplementary Figure S11B and C). 
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Figure 5. The CD4/CD8 CAR.CD30 T-cell ratio
is modulated by both cytokines and CD30+

tumor cells. (A) Analysis of the proliferation of
non-transduced (NT, left panels), 28.4.1BB.ζ
(middle panels) or 28.OX40.ζ (right panels) T
cells, unstimulated (green histograms), stimu-
lated with interleukin (IL)2 cytokine (blue his-
tograms), stimulated with CD30+ Karpas-299
cells (pink histograms) and stimulated with
CD30– BV173 cells (red histograms). (B)
Analysis of the proliferation of NT (left panels),
28.4.1BB.ζ (middle panels) or 28.OX40.ζ (right
panels) T cells, unstimulated (green his-
tograms), stimulated with IL7-IL15 cytokine
(blue histograms), stimulated with CD30+

Karpas-299 cells (pink histograms) and stimu-
lated with CD30– BV173 cells (red histograms).
(C, D) Flow cytometric analysis of CD4+ and
CD8+ CAR+ T-cell percentage evaluated during
in vitro exposure to IL2 (28.4.1BB.ζ, dotted gray
bars; 28.OX40.ζ, dotted black bars), or IL7-IL15
(28.4.1BB.ζ, gray bars; 28.OX40.ζ, black bars).
(E, F) Flow cytometric analysis of CD4+ and
CD8+ T-cell percentage in CAR.CD30 T cells
evaluated during long-term “stressed” co-cul-
ture for 28.4.1BB.ζ (gray bars) and 28.OX40.ζ
(black bars). Data from seven healthy donors
are expressed as average ± standard deviation. 
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Discussion

To date, clinical trials conducted in adults with
relapsed/refractory CD30+ lymphoma, using II-
CAR.CD30 T cells, led to suboptimal outcomes.21,22 As in
patients with B-cell acute lymphocytic leukemia receiving
CAR.CD19 T cells,29 a clear correlation between CAR T-

cell persistence in peripheral blood and clinical benefit was
reported in HL and NHL,21,30 highlighting the need for fur-
ther optimization. We, therefore, attempted to include a
novel scFv, derived from the high-affinity anti-CD30
mouse AC10 monoclonal antibody, in our CAR con-
struct.25 In the context of high-affinity CAR, major con-
cerns are related to CAR T-cell overstimulation, induction
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Figure 6. Mouse model of Hodgkin  lymphoma to evaluate anti-lymphoma activity of CAR.CD30 T cells generated and expanded in the presence of interleukin-2
or interleukin-7/interleukin-15. (A) The schema shows the in vivo xenograft immunodeficient mouse model, in which Hodgkin lymphoma (HL) L428-eGFP-FFLuc cells
were systemically infused into NSG mice. Effector cells were infused intravenously at the time of tumor establishment (day +6), as assessed by IVIS imaging. Blood
was collected periodically from the mice. (B) IVIS imaging of tumor growth from day +6 to day +165 (end of experiment). (C) Bioluminescence of each single xenograft
mouse treated with non-transduced (NT) T cells and interleukin (IL)2 (black line; 5 mice); 28.4-1BBζ T cells (IL2) (red line; 5 mice); 28.OX40ζ T cells (IL2) (blue line;
5 mice); NT T cells (IL7/IL15) (dotted black line; 5 mice); 28.4-1BBζ T cells (IL7/IL15) (dotted red line; 5 mice) and 28.OX40ζ T cells (IL7/IL15) (dotted blue line; 5
mice). (D) Kaplan-Meier survival curve analysis of tumor-bearing mice treated with NT (IL2) (black line; 5 mice), 28-OX40ζ (IL2) (blue line; 5 mice), 28-41BBζ (IL2)
(red line; 5 mice), NT (IL7/IL15) (dotted black line; 5 mice), 28-OX40ζ (IL7/IL15) (dotted blue line; 5 mice) and  28-41BBζ (IL7/IL15) (dotted red line; 5 mice). P-
values are reported in the table. (E) Average percentages of circulating human CD45+ CD3+ T cells in mice treated with NT (IL2) (black line; 5 mice), 28-OX40ζ (IL2)
(blue line; 5 mice), 28-41BBζ (IL2) (red line; 5 mice), NT (IL7/IL15) (dotted black line; 5 mice), 28-OX40ζ (IL7/IL15) (dotted blue line; 5 mice) and  28-41BBζ (IL7/Il15)
(dotted red line; 5 mice). (F) Average percentages of circulating human CD3+ CAR+ T cells in mice treated with NT (IL2) (black line; 5 mice), 28-OX40ζ (IL2) (blue line;
5 mice), 28-41BBζ (IL2) (red line; 5 mice), NT (IL7/IL15) (dotted black line; 5 mice), 28-OX40ζ (IL7/IL15) (dotted blue line; 5 mice) and 28-41BBζ (IL7/Il15) (dotted
red line; 5 mice). 
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Figure 7. Re-challenge of the non-
Hodgkin lymphoma mouse model to
evaluate long-term anti-lymphoma
activity of CAR.CD30 T cells in generat-
ing an efficient immunological memo-
ry. (A) The schema shows the in vivo
xenograft immunodeficient re-challenge
mouse model, in which non-Hodgkin
lymphoma Karpas-299-eGFP-FFLuc
cells were systemically infused into NSG
mice, at day -3 and day +140. Effector
cells were infused intravenously only
once, at the time of tumor establish-
ment (day 0) assessed by IVIS imaging.
Blood was collected periodically from
the mice. (B) IVIS imaging of tumor
growth from day 0 to day +240 (end of
experiment). At day +140, surviving
mice treated with CAR.CD30 T cells (2
mice treated with 28-41BBζ and 4 mice
with 28.OX40ζ T cells) received the sec-
ond intravenous infusion of tumor. As a
control, six mice were given only Karpas-
299-eGFP-FFLuc cells (CTR Mice). Days
from the tumor re-challenge are shown
in blue. (C) Bioluminescence of each
single xenograft mouse treated with NT
(black lines; 8 mice); 28.4-1BBζ T cells
(red lines; 10 mice); 28.OX40ζ T cells
(blue line; 10 mice). Bioluminescence in
the control cohort of the tumor re-chal-
lenge (CTR Mice) is shown by black dot-
ted lines. Tumor infusions are repre-
sented by black arrows. (D) Kaplan-
Meier survival curve analysis of tumor-
bearing mice treated with non-trans-
duced (NT, black line), 28.4-1BBζ (red
line), 28.OX40ζ (blue line). Overall sur-
vival of control mice is shown by a dot-
ted black line. *P<0.05; **P<0.001;
***P<0.0001; ****P<0.00001. (E)
Three-dimensional area graph showing
the percentage of circulating human
CD3+ T cells during long-term in vivo
experiments of mice treated with NT
(black area), 28.4-1BBζ T cells (red
area) and 28.OX40ζ T cells (blue area).
Tumor infusions are represented by
black arrows. (F) Average percentages
of circulating human CD3+/CAR+ T cells
in mice treated with NT (black line),
28.4-1BBζ T cells (red line) and
28.OX40ζ T cells (blue line). Black
arrows represent tumor infusions.
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of exhaustion and limited in vivo persistence. Moreover, in
the case of CAR.CD30, the low CD30 expression on CD3+

T cells could also cause chronic antigen stimulation and
the occurrence of cellular fratricide.31
Our experimental data indicate that the inclusion of an

AC10-derived scFv in the CAR construct, independently of
the co-stimulatory domains, was not associated with
exhaustion, even after multiple CD30+ lymphoma-cell
stimulations. Furthermore, we did not observe fratricidal
activity among CAR.CD30 T-cell populations. With
respect to co-stimulatory domains, we comparatively eval-
uated two III-CAR.CD30, incorporating either
CD28.OX40 or CD28.4-1BB. The clinical impact of com-
bining co-stimulatory domains has not yet been clearly
established, and it may be construct- and disease-
specific.32,33 However, in the setting of repetitive antigen
engagement, driving T-cell maturation to terminally differ-
entiated cells associated with loss of CCR7, the combined
CD28ζ-OX40 signaling CAR rescued CCR7– T cells from
apoptosis resulting, in turn, in more efficient antitumor
efficacy.34 For early clinical development, trial designs com-
paring two CAR T cells simultaneously administered to
the same patient have provided invaluable evidence of the
pharmacokinetic effect of co-stimulatory domains.35-37
Ultimately, experimental evidence38,39 suggests that the
positioning of co-stimulatory domains within the
endodomain of a CAR can influence CAR T-cell activity,
and no algorithm, up to now, has been able to predict
which co-stimulatory combination is optimal for a specific
CAR construct, making the search for optimized activity
strictly dependent on experimental conditions. We recently
showed the advantage of using the CD28.4-1BB co-stimu-
latory domain to optimize CAR T-cell therapy targeting
GD2+ neuroblastoma.40 In the current study, however, we
observed an in vivo superiority of the CAR.CD30 construct
incorporating the CD28.OX40 co-stimulatory domains, in
terms of both anti-lymphoma activity and CAR T-cell per-
sistence. We also confirmed the in vitro data in an in vivo
model, showing greater stability of the
CAR.CD30.CD28.OX40 T-cell population, both in terms
of CAR+ cell percentage and CAR expression (MFI), even
after repeated/prolonged exposures to tumor.
CAR.CD30.CD28.OX40 T-cell activation profile correlates
with efficient tumor control, stable expression of CAR
molecule on the cell membrane and  high production of
IFN-γ, TNF-α and IL2 cytokines (Th1 profile). Evaluation of
the cytokine activation profile is especially relevant in the
context of lymphoma. Indeed, HL malignant cells express
high levels of PDL1 and produce the immunosuppressive
IL10, TGFβ, galectin 1 and prostaglandin E2 molecules,
which inhibit T-cell effector functions and induce apopto-
sis of activated Th1 and CD8+ T cells.41,42 We demonstrated
that CAR.CD30.CD28.OX40 T cells and, in particular, the
CD8+ fraction, exert significant and prolonged anti-lym-
phoma activity even in this strongly immune-modulating
environment. 
Importantly, we confirmed that the manufacturing

process based on IL7/IL15 is crucial for optimizing CAR
T-cell activity also in the lymphoma setting. In particular,
we proved, both in vitro and in vivo, that CAR.CD30 T

cells (IL7/IL15) systematically exposed to CD30+ lym-
phoma cells were significantly enriched in CM and EM
subpopulations, in both CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell subsets.
Moreover, in a NHL xenograft mouse model, in which we
mimic lymphoma relapse through tumor re-challenge,
CAR.CD30.CD28.OX40 T cells were able to re-expand
significantly and exert tumor control. We also showed
that the number of CAR.CD30.CD28.OX40 T cells
declined in peripheral blood upon lymphoma eradication.
Thorough characterization of mouse tissues after long-
term in vivo experiments (day +240) revealed the presence
of CAR.CD30.CD28.OX40 T cells in several organs,
including bone marrow, lymph nodes, kidney, liver,
spleen and thyroid. 
The inclusion of the inducible “safety switch” iCasp943

is crucial to render the therapeutic approach safer, con-
trolling potential unwanted side effects in the context of
CAR T cells. We showed both in vitro and in vivo that
AP1903 is able to significantly reduce iCasp9.CAR.CD30
cells. However, the persistence, albeit at very low levels,
of genetically modified T cells with a low expression of
CAR.CD30 after AP1903 treatment cannot be excluded.
Overall, the significant in vivo reactivity, the high poten-

cy, the negligible toxicity in animals and the long persist-
ence of CAR.CD30.CD28.OX40 T cells contribute to the
value of this CAR design, which will be tested in a clinical
trial for patients with relapsed/refractory HL and anaplas-
tic large-cell lymphoma.
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